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ABSTRACT
As mobile devices and location-based services become increasingly

ubiquitous, the privacy of mobile users’ location traces continues to

be a major concern. Traditional privacy solutions rely on perturbing

each position in a user’s trace and replacing it with a fake loca-

tion. However, recent studies have shown that such point-based

perturbation of locations is susceptible to inference attacks and

suffers from serious utility losses, because it disregards the moving

trajectory and continuity in full location traces.

In this paper, we argue that privacy-preserving synthesis of com-
plete location traces can be an effective solution to this problem. We

present AdaTrace, a scalable location trace synthesizer with three

novel features: provable statistical privacy, deterministic attack

resilience, and strong utility preservation. AdaTrace builds a gen-

erative model from a given set of real traces through a four-phase

synthesis process consisting of feature extraction, synopsis learn-

ing, privacy and utility preserving noise injection, and generation

of differentially private synthetic location traces. The output traces

crafted by AdaTrace preserve utility-critical information existing in

real traces, and are robust against known location trace attacks. We

validate the effectiveness of AdaTrace by comparing it with three

state of the art approaches (ngram, DPT, and SGLT) using real loca-

tion trace datasets (Geolife and Taxi) as well as a simulated dataset

of 50,000 vehicles in Oldenburg, Germany. AdaTrace offers up to

3-fold improvement in trajectory utility, and is orders of magnitude

faster than previous work, while preserving differential privacy

and attack resilience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A growing number of location-based services and applications, such

as those offered by Google, Uber, Lyft, andWaze, continue to collect

users’ location traces in order to learn about their spatio-temporal

movement patterns and offer life enriching, real-time experiences

through location-based convenience and entertainment [1, 3, 38].

On the other hand, the sensitive nature of location trace data raises

legitimate privacy concerns. Unauthorized exposure of users’ pri-

vate location traces may disclose their travel records, home and

work locations, frequent meeting points, or visits to sensitive loca-

tions such as hospitals, health clinics, and religious events.

Traditional location privacy protection techniques have mostly

focused on point-based location privacy, which is often achieved

by perturbing or obfuscating each location point in a user’s trace

using a cloaked region or a fake location, with the goal of ensuring

location k-anonymity or geo-indistinguishability [5, 8, 23, 37, 39,

46, 47, 54]. However, these point-based privacy mechanisms are

insufficient for protecting the privacy of users’ trajectories, i.e., spa-
tially correlated, temporal sequences of locations. Several studies

show that independent perturbation of each point-based location

in a trajectory suffers from fatal shortcomings, including suscepti-

bility to reverse engineering and inference attacks [7, 51]. In these

attacks, adversaries observe a sequence of perturbed locations to

infer a movement pattern and then link specific movement patterns

with specific users. Such perturbations also suffer from acute spa-

tial utility losses [10], and are vulnerable to known location trace

attacks.

The aforementioned shortcomings motivated recent interest in

synthesizing privacy-preserving, complete location traces [7, 11, 26].

These recent trace synthesis mechanisms focus on either differential

privacy [11, 26] or plausible deniability [7], and while they offer

desirable theoretical guarantees, they are limited by the extent

of their chosen privacy definitions. For example, Dwork showed

the impossibility to achieve absolute disclosure prevention [18]. A

resulting limitation is that differential privacy cannot bound all
prior and posterior knowledge distributions of an adversary, which

sparked interest in augmenting a Bayesian form of privacy with

prior-to-posterior comparison [28, 31, 32]. This Bayesian property

is clearly useful for location privacy, e.g., even if we cannot bound

all possible knowledge that is disclosed to an adversary, a Bayesian

formulation can be used to limit disclosure specifically in sensitive

zones such as hospitals or schools. Another example is regarding

outliers – it is well-known that differential privacy requires large

noise amounts to mask the existence of outliers. Location traces are

typically high-dimensional and contain diverse behavior. Hence, it

is worthy to seek alternative attack resilience notions to combat

privacy leakages concerning numerous kinds of outlier traces.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3243734.3243741
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Weargue that a practical solution to synthesizing privacy-preserving

location traces should achieve three goals simultaneously: (i) ro-

bust, well-defined statistical privacy, (ii) deterministic resilience

against location privacy attacks, and (iii) strong preservation of

trajectory utility and authenticity. We present AdaTrace, a scalable

and quantitative framework that provides utility-aware synthesis of

differentially private and attack-resilient location traces. AdaTrace

builds a generative model over a dataset of real location traces by

performing feature extraction, noise injection, and feature synthesis

throughout four phases. In each phase, it first extracts utility-critical

features and then allocates an adequate differential privacy budget

to inject sufficient perturbation (noise), while maintaining attack

resilience and preserving desired statistical and spatial utility. We

guarantee that the synthetic trajectory generation process is dif-

ferentially private, i.e., the generation of synthetic traces is not

strongly dependent on any specific trace in the real trace dataset.

This ensures unlinkability between an output trace and any real

trace (input), thus thwarting identity and record linkage attacks.

As such, although the location traces crafted by AdaTrace bear a

statistical resemblance to real traces, they do not leak information

about any individual that participates in the synthesis process.

We also ensure that the traces generated by AdaTrace are ro-

bust against three attacks: Bayesian inference, partial sniffing, and

outlier leakage. While the generation process is probabilistic to

satisfy differential privacy, we enforce attack resilience by impos-

ing deterministic constraints on the generated traces. Finally, by

maintaining resemblance to real traces, the crafted traces preserve

many useful statistical features that are in common with real traces,

and therefore they can be effectively used in geo-spatial queries

and geo-spatial data mining tasks.

Contributions. The design of AdaTrace is novel in three aspects.

First, we identify three privacy threats that are relevant and com-

mon in trajectory data, and are neither addressed by differential

privacy nor by other existing trajectory generators. We formalize

these threats as Bayesian inference, partial sniffing, and outlier

leakage attacks, and propose defenses for mitigation. We show

that in many cases, our defenses can be realized with little or no

aggregate utility loss, demonstrating their effectiveness. Second,

we combine differential privacy with attack resilience to offer a

two-layer privacy approach. This allows us to integrate statistical,

algorithmic privacy with output privacy, enabling deterministic

attack resilience in a probabilistic trace synthesis setting. Third,

we design a utility-aware trace synthesizer by analyzing and cat-

egorizing various types of location trace utility and by devising

noise-resilient utility extraction and preservation techniques.

We validate the effectiveness of AdaTrace by comparing it with

three representative existing approaches (ngram [11], DPT [26], and

SGLT [7]) using both real location trace datasets (Geolife [56] and

Taxi [38]), as well as a dataset simulated by Brinkhoff simulator [9]

of 50,000 vehicles in Oldenburg, Germany. We empirically measure

how well each utility type is preserved, and our results show that

AdaTrace offers up to 3-fold improvement in trajectory utility while

preserving both differential privacy and attack resilience. AdaTrace

is also computationally more efficient, as it is on average 1.5x faster

than DPT, 8x faster than ngram, and 1000x faster than SGLT.

2 RELATEDWORK
Location Perturbation. Location privacy has been studied for

over a decade. Most existing solutions employ different location per-

turbation techniques to compute a k-anonymous or geo-indistinguishable

location cloaking region around a true location coordinate in order

to hide the true location in a crowd of fake locations [5, 8, 23, 37,

39, 46, 47, 54]. Location queries are then modified by adding noise

to user’s real location coordinate – they either use a low resolution

version of the real location coordinate (such as the cloaked region),

or a randomly chosen fake location within the cloaked region. Loca-

tion queries protected using such randomly selected fake locations

within a cloaked region tend to suffer from inference attacks with

high attack success rate [7] due to the strong statistical correlation

between the fake location and the user’s true location.

Synthetic Location Generation. As opposed to location pertur-

bation, some research has been performed to protect privacy by

generating synthetic locations. This line of work is inspired by the

security research on generating fake or synthetic records for privacy

protection in web search, anonymous communication, and authen-

tication systems [24, 27, 41]. In all scenarios, the main challenge

is to generate synthetic data in a manner that resembles genuine

user-produced data while offering practical privacy protection at

the same time. In the context of location-based systems, some work

has been on generating and injecting a synthetic point-based loca-

tion within a user’s trajectory [29, 46, 53]. A few recent projects

studied the problem of generating synthetic trajectories [7, 11, 26].

ngram [11] and DPT [26] proposed to generate fake trajectories

with differential privacy. Although offering strong statistical pri-

vacy guarantees, we argue that relying solely on differential privacy

has two shortcomings. First, its probabilistic nature does not allow

deterministic protection against targeted attacks such as those con-

sidered in our paper. Second, it places restrictions on the generation

algorithm but not its output, and therefore sensitive inferences re-

main possible [13, 14, 21]. In contrast to ngram and DPT, SGLT [7]

enforces plausible deniability to generate privacy-preserving fake

traces. It first introduces trace similarity and intersection functions

that map a fake trace to a real trace under similarity and intersec-

tion constraints. Then, it generates one fake trace using one real

trace as its seed. If the fake trace satisfies plausible deniability, i.e.,

there exist k other real traces that can map to the fake trace, then

it preserves privacy of the seed trace.

3 ADATRACE OVERVIEW
3.1 Problem Statement
Consider a database of real location traces (trajectories) collected

from mobile travelers on the road, denoted by Dr eal . We want

to build a generative model over Dr eal using feature extraction,

noise injection, and synopsis formation while upholding statistical

utility and attack resilience. We then employ the generative model

to output a set of synthesized traces, denoted by Dsyn . This proba-

bilistic generative model should be differentially private such that

removing any real trace from Dr eal has no significant impact on

the outcomeDsyn . In addition, the synthetic tracesDsyn should col-

lectively retain a high resemblance to the real traces Dr eal , so that

Dsyn has many useful statistical and spatial features in common



Figure 1: AdaTrace system architecture

with Dr eal . Finally, both the generative model and the synthetic

traces Dsyn should be robust against inference attacks, in order to

strengthen privacy by maximizing attackers’ probability of error in

estimating the true behavior of users over time.

We design and develop AdaTrace, a scalable and utility-aware

trajectory synthesizer with differential privacy and attack resilience.

To demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness, we compare Ada-

Trace with existing state of the art mechanisms on both real and

simulated location trace datasets [9, 38, 56]. AdaTrace methodically

unites statistical privacy (e.g., differential privacy) and syntactic

privacy (e.g., attack resilience). It maximizes privacy by mitigating

location inference attacks, and minimizes utility loss by extracting

and upholding many useful types of statistical and spatial features

of real location traces throughout each phase of synthesis.

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of AdaTrace. First,

AdaTrace analyzes Dr eal , the database of real location traces, to

extract four spatial and statistical features and establish them in

its private synopsis. The features include a density-aware grid to

capture the complex spatial density and locality distributions; a

Markov mobility model to capture intra-trace mobility patterns; a

trip distribution to learn the correlations between trips’ pickup and

destination locations; and a length distribution to capture travel

distances and durations. Each of the four features are perturbed

by controlled noise under differential privacy and attack resilience

constraints. Although several mechanisms can be used to add noise

during each feature extraction and perturbation phase, in AdaTrace

we carefully choose the mechanisms such that: (i) we find a balance

in the trade-off between privacy, attack resilience and utility, and (ii)

we maximize utility under the same level of privacy and robustness.

3.2 Differential Privacy
We adapt the well-known notion of differential privacy to achieve

statistical privacy in AdaTrace. We enforce differential privacy

with respect to the complete location trace of an individual. It was

recently argued that such use of the differential privacy notion can

combat membership inference attacks relevant in machine learning

as well as aggregate location statistics [42, 45].

For an actual database Dr eal , let nbrs(Dr eal ) denote the set of

databases neighboring Dr eal such that for all D ′
r eal ∈ nbrs(Dr eal ),

it holds that (Dr eal − D ′
r eal ) ∪ (D ′

r eal − Dr eal ) = {T }, where
T denotes one user’s trajectory. Further, let A be a probabilistic

algorithm, ε be the privacy parameter, and Range(A) denote the set

of A’s possible outcomes. A is said to be ε-differentially private

[18], if for all Dr eal and D ′
r eal ∈ nbrs(Dr eal ), and for all possible

outcomes S ∈ Range(A):

Pr (A(Dr eal ) = S) ≤ eε × Pr (A(D ′
r eal ) = S)

A special case of this definition is when A is a synthetic trajectory

generation process and Range(A)={D1

syn , ...,D
n
syn } is the set of

all possible synthetic databases, yielding AdaTrace’s differential

privacy requirement. This requirement guarantees that the output

of a private algorithm does not enable an adversary to distinguish,

beyond a probability controlled by parameter ε , between two in-

put databases Dr eal and D
′
r eal that differ in one user’s GPS trace.

Hence, an adversary observing Dsyn or an intermediate product of

AdaTrace, including the features of the private synopsis, will not

be able to infer the existence or content of a user’s location data in

Dr eal with strong confidence. Smaller ε yields tighter privacy [20].

We use two private building blocks in AdaTrace, namely the

Laplace and Exponential mechanisms, for numeric and categorical

queries respectively. Let f be a real-valued function f : Dr eal →

Rm that maps a database Dr eal into a fixed-size vector ofm real

numbers. The sensitivity of f , denoted ∆f , is defined as the magni-

tude of the maximum L1-norm change in the result of the function

on all possible neighboring databases:

∆f := max

Dr eal ,D′
r eal

| | f (Dr eal ) − f (D ′
r eal )| |

When answering a set of numeric (i.e., real-valued) queries, the

Laplace mechanism retrieves the true answers of these queries,

and then perturbs each answer by adding random noise scaled

according to their sensitivity. That is, let Lap(α) denote a random
variable sampled from the Laplace distribution with mean 0 and

scale parameter α . The differentially private algorithm A answers

f by [19]:

A(f ,Dr eal ) = f (Dr eal ) + (Y1, ...,Ym )

where Yi are i.i.d. random variables drawn from Lap(∆f /ε).
When the query is categorical instead of real-valued, the Ex-

ponential mechanism is used. It selects a discrete output r from a

domain of outputs R in a private manner [34]. It employs a scor-

ing function (i.e., quality criterion) q that associates each output

r ∈ R with a non-zero probability of being selected. Let q(Dr eal , r )
denote the quality of returning output r given database Dr eal , and

let ∆q be the sensitivity of q, defined similarly to ∆f above. Then,

the Exponential mechanism returns output x ∈ R with probability

equal to:

Pr (A(q,Dr eal ) = x) =
e
εq(Dreal ,x )

2∆q∑
r ∈R e

εq(Dreal ,r )
2∆q

The composition properties enable us to combine the building

blocks and generate more sophisticated algorithms [35]. Because

of the composition properties, ε is also called the privacy budget.
Given a total budget ε , our goal is to create a sophisticated algo-

rithm by cleverly combining the building blocks according to the

composition properties. We employ three composition properties.

First, for n algorithms A1 . . .An , each satisfying differential pri-

vacy with parameter ε1 . . . εn , the sequential execution of these

algorithms on Dr eal consumes

∑n
i=1 εi from the budget. Second, if

the algorithms are executed on disjoint subsets of the database, the

resulting execution consumes max

(
εi
)
. Third, post-processing the

output of a differentially private algorithm does not consume any



budget or deteriorate privacy. For example, modifying the output

of A1 without accessing Dr eal , and releasing the modified version

still consumes ε1.

3.3 Privacy Threat Model and Attacks
Differential privacy is regarded as the de facto standard for privacy-

preserving data sharing due to its provable privacy guarantees.

However, like any other security mechanism, the resilience of

generic differential privacy against targeted, syntactic attacks has

recently been criticized [13, 14, 21, 28]. We categorize these attacks

broadly into three types of threats which are highly relevant in shar-

ing sanitized location traces, but are beyond the scope of protection

offered by differential privacy. We describe AdaTrace’s threat model

with respect to each attack and discuss why differential privacy is

not sufficient to solve the attacks.

Bayesian Inference Threat. Certain geographic zones (regions)

are sensitive by nature, e.g., hospitals, schools, health clinics. Let

Z denote a privacy sensitive zone. An adversary may have a prior

belief B(Z ) regarding the users who visit these zones, e.g., where

they live, work, or which other locations they frequently visit.

We allow informed and uninformed priors, but by default address

stronger adversaries with informed priors, e.g., knowledge obtained
from publicly available information such as census records and

population averages. For example, if 10% of the general population

lives in a certain neighborhood, then B(Z ) may assume that 10%

of the users who visit the hospital also live in that neighborhood.

The adversary formulates a posterior belief after observing the

synthesized trajectories, denoted by B(Z |Dsyn ). If the difference

between B(Z ) and B(Z |Dsyn ) is significant, we assert that there is

a privacy leakage. For example, the adversary observes from Dsyn
that 50% of the hospital’s visitors live in a certain neighborhood

rather than the assumed prior of 10%, yielding the inference that

there is a flu outbreak in that neighborhood. Differential privacy is

not sufficient to prevent this threat, because despite its noise injec-

tion, priors and posteriors will be related. For example, if indeed

50% of the hospital’s visitors come from a certain neighborhood in

Dr eal , after Laplace noise we may have a 48% visiting rate from

the same neighborhood in Dsyn . This is still significantly higher

than the 10% prior. A proper defense should ensure that the differ-

ence between B(Z ) and B(Z |Dsyn ) is sufficiently small, so that an

adversary’s inference power is crippled.

Partial (Subtrajectory) Sniffing Threat. Assume that an adver-

sary can track users when they are in certain regions, such as gro-

cery stores or airports. We call these regions sniff regions. Tracking
in sniff regions can be enabled via surveillance cameras, biomet-

ric scanners, or simply by following users’ location check-ins on

a social network. The sniffed locations constitute a subtrajectory

(i.e., portion) of the user’s full trajectory. Armed with subtrajectory

knowledge, if the adversary can infer which trajectory belongs

to the user with high probability, the adversary can learn the re-

maining locations visited by the user outside the sniff region, such

as home and work locations. Let u denote the sniffed user and

Tu ∈ Dr eal denote her trajectory. Even when Dsyn is shared in

place of Dr eal , an adversary can launch this attack by linking the

subtrajectory Ts ∈ Dsyn which is geographically most similar to

Tu in the sniff region. This inference process is illustrated in Figure

Figure 2: User’s actual trace Tu drawn in black, synthetic
traces passing through the sniff region drawn in red. Syn-
thetic #1 is closest to Tu within the sniff region, hence it is
labeled Ts .

2. The threat is especially acute if Ts and Tu share points in one or

more sensitive zone.

Outlier Leakage Threat. A trajectory database may contain out-

liers that are unique in one or more ways such as the locations they

visit, their start/destination points, and their time of travel. It is

these outlier trajectories that are often hunted by adversaries. For

example, while a $15 taxi ride in downtown Manhattan may not

reveal much, a $125 trip from an isolated location to the airport

leaks the identity and travel plans of a particular individual – note

that this attack has actually been successfully exercised using NYC

Taxi data [2].

We argue that relying solely on differential privacy cannot com-

bat outliers for two reasons. First, since trajectories are often high-

dimensional and unique [17, 48], there may exist skewed instances

that are easily singled out and mapped to particular users with

high confidence. Differential privacy needs to inject large noise

amounts to hide such skewed instances. Second, even when large

noise amounts are added, an outlier may still result from the proba-

bilistic nature and algorithmic randomness of differential privacy.

We should therefore place deterministic constraints to combat out-

liers – we combat an outlier trajectory Tout ’s leakage threat by

ensuring that it plausibly blends into a crowd of κ users’ trajec-

tories. This guarantees that Tout can at best be associated with

a group of users (of size κ), and does not disclose the identity or

secrets of any one user.

3.4 Utility Reference Model
The utility reference model used in AdaTrace is primarily designed

based on the common utilities of location traces used in many geo-

spatial data analysis and mining tasks, such as: users’ frequency

of visiting popular semantic locations, location entropy calcula-

tion, spatial decomposition, aggregate human mobility modeling

(e.g., spatial, temporal and semantic mobility mining), and training

predictive models for next location and destination inference. We

identify the following three core utility notions as the prominent

categories of trajectory utility in our reference model.

(1) Spatial density and locality distribution, e.g., for analyzing
where users visit and their popular points of interest. This can have

various commercial benefits, including choosing ideal geographic

placement for advertisements or retail stores, spatial hotspot dis-

covery, and recommendation in location-based social networks.



(2) Spatio-temporal travel metrics, e.g., correlations between users’
trip start and destination locations, how long their trips take, etc.

Since real datasets often consist of trips such as taxi and Uber rides,

trajectories have well-defined pickup and destinations. The com-

mercial benefits of preserving the correlations and related statistics

include taxi service prediction and passenger demand analysis, as

well as governance benefits such as emergency response planning.

(3) Frequent and representative travel patterns, e.g., commonly pre-

ferred routes of travel. Preserving this information helps discover

associations or sequentiality between road segments, ultimately

benefiting road network performance analysis, traffic flow control,

and path recommendation in navigation services.

Although these utility categories are listed separately, they can

be used in conjunction to enable more sophisticated geo-spatial data

analysis and machine learning tasks, some of which are mentioned

above. A natural question here is what if instead of synthesizing
privacy-preserving traces, we kept the original traces without modifi-
cation but governed data analysts’ access with a differentially private
querying interface? This interactive approach suffers from several

drawbacks. First, it places an additional burden on the data owner

to create, maintain, and enforce a privacy-preserving querying

interface. Second, it jeopardizes the analysts’ ability to apply off-

the-shelf ML tools or libraries, since these tools assume availability

of raw records and are not compatible with noisy query interfaces.

Third, our generated traces can be used in arbitrary tasks, including

those that were unforeseen at time of generation. In contrast, the

querying interface is an ad hoc solution whose functionality must

be enhanced each time a new type of query or analysis is desired.

Due to these factors, our non-interactive trace generation strategy

has much higher benefit and convenience for all parties.

4 SYNTHETIC TRAJECTORY GENERATION
In this section, we will describe the features in AdaTrace’s private

synopsis, as well as its trajectory synthesis algorithm. For each of

the features, we will discuss how noise and perturbation is injected

so that privacy is preserved. A central privacy parameter here is ε ,
the differential privacy budget. Since AdaTrace’s synopsis consists

of four features as shown in Figure 1, ε is divided into four sub-

budgets ε1 to ε4, one for each feature, such that
∑
4

i=1 εi = ε . Detailed
discussion on the privacy and utility implications of the budget

division is presented in Section 5.1.

4.1 Density-Aware Grid
Effective discretization of Ω(Dr eal ), the geographic location space

of Dr eal , constitutes the first step towards preserving spatial densi-

ties. Without discretization, Ω(Dr eal ) is continuous and we have

an unbounded number of possibilities to simulate a move from

one location to another when generating a trajectory. To develop

an efficient and accurate synthesis algorithm, we need to bound

such transition possibilities by high utility choices. This motivates

our design of a grid structure for space discretization. Although

grids have been previously used in the location privacy literature

[4, 6, 43], choosing an appropriate grid size and structure is not

trivial under our privacy and utility constraints. If the grid is too

coarse (e.g., 2x2), then each grid cell covers a large spatial area, and

knowing that T visited a certain cell is uninformative. If the grid is

Figure 3: Two-step grid construction, top-level with N = 2

on the left and density-aware bottom-level on the right.

too fine-grained (e.g., 50x50), we risk having many empty cells in

which there are very few or no visits, and more additions of Laplace

noise to each cell leads to higher inaccuracy as well as inefficiency.

We therefore implement a grid with density-adaptive cell granu-

larity [43]. That is, for low density regions in Ω(Dr eal ) we place

large, coarse cells; whereas for high density regions we divide the

region into smaller cells with finer granularity. The grid is built

in two levels. In the top-level, we lay an N × N grid with uniform

cells. Depending on the density of these cells, in the bottom-level,

we subdivide each cell into varying sizes to reflect the density dis-

tribution of Dr eal . This allows us to selectively zoom into dense

regions of Ω(Dr eal ) only when the need arises, which saves us

from redundant computation and noise addition to sparse regions.

First, the grid is initialized withN×N identical cells, according to

an input parameterN . This producesN 2
cells in the top-level, which

we denote by C1,C2, ...,CN 2 . Then, we encode each trajectory in

Dr eal as a list of cells, e.g., observe the trajectory T : C1 → C2 →

C4 in Figure 3. We denote by |T | the number of cells T contains.

Next, for each cell Ci , where 1 ≤ i ≤ N 2
, we count the normalized

number of visits in that cell as follows:

д(Dr eal ,Ci ) =
∑

T ∈Dr eal

# of occurrences of Ci in T

|T |

We say that д is normalized since occurrences are divided by tra-

jectory lengths. We need to find how much noise should be added

to the query answers to satisfy differential privacy. In Appendix A

we show that the sensitivity of the set of queries:

W = {д(Dr eal ,C1),д(Dr eal ,C2), ...,д(Dr eal ,CN 2 )}

is ∆W = 1, therefore it suffices to add Lap(1/ε1) to each query an-

swer to obtain the noisy answers denoted д̂(Dr eal ,Ci ). The reason
why we perform normalization becomes clear from Appendix A

– without division by |T |, we either have unbounded sensitivity

∆W (implying unbounded noise) or we have to resort to alternative

strategies to bound sensitivity (such as abruptly cutting trajectories

or removing large portions therein), which are ill-suited for density

measurement.

The final step in grid construction is to subdivide Ci using the
noisy visit counts д̂(Dr eal ,Ci ). Each Ci is independently divided

further intoMi ×Mi cells, whereMi is proportional to д̂(Dr eal ,Ci )
and a grid constant. This achieves our goal of zooming into dense

regions with large visit counts. For example, in Figure 3, we have

densities C2 > C1 ≈ C4 > C3, hence M2 = 3, M1 = M4 = 2 and

M3 = 1. The grid constant acts as a balancing factor to determine

the highest and lowest possible value ofM , so that bothM remains



sensitive to changes in spatial density and the total number of cells

resulting from this procedure is not excessively large.

4.2 Markov Chain Mobility Model
To generate high utility and realistic synthetic trajectories, we

need to mimic actual intra-trajectory mobility. AdaTrace employs

Markov chains for mobility modeling. A Markov chain of order r
asserts that the next location in a trajectory depends on the pre-

vious r locations instead of all previous locations. Our grid-based

discretization allows us to build a discrete state space Markov chain

as follows. We map each cell in the adaptive grid to a state in our

Markov chain. We assume each trajectory is represented as a time-

ordered sequence of cells, and denote by T [j] the jth entry in T .
We find the transition probability of T to a next cell Cnext having
observed its previous n locations T [1]T [2] . . . T [n]:

Pr
(
T [n+1] = Cnext | T [1] . . .T [n]

)
= Pr

(
T [n+1] = Cnext | T [n-r+1]T [n-r+2] . . .T [n]

)
which boils down to the ratio of the number of sequences in T con-

taining T [n-r+1]T [n-r+2] . . .T [n]Cnext divided by the sequences

containing the prefix T [n-r+1]T [n-r+2] . . .T [n]. We say that the

trajectory-specific mobility model, Π(T ), is the collection of such

probabilities Pr
(
T [n+1] |T [1] . . .T [n]

)
. The trajectory-specificmodel

captures the mobility of a single user in Dr eal . An aggregate mo-

bility model for the whole Dr eal can be found by averaging the

individual mobility models of each user. We slightly abuse notation

and write Π(Dr eal ) to denote the aggregate mobility model.

Similar to noise addition during grid construction, the aggregate

model Π(Dr eal ) is also perturbed with Laplace noise to satisfy

differential privacy. We add noise to the Markov probabilities. Since

Markov probabilities are computed using a ratio of sequence counts,

and since these counts have sensitivity equal to 1, the required noise

amount is limited. Hence, Π(Dr eal ) can remain robust to noise.

4.3 Trip Distribution
Real life trace databases often consist of trips, such as taxi trips,

Uber trips, home-work commutes, etc. The trip distribution aims to

preserve the association between the start-end points of these trips

when generating Dsyn . This trip distribution is also useful from

a technical sense to guide a random walk on the Markov model,

because although we have a mobility model Π for intra-trajectory

movement, we need a start state and an end state for specifying
the two endpoints of our walk. Without the trip distribution we

can assume a uniform distribution of start and end states, however,

as Figure 4 shows, the trip distributions of real datasets are often

heavily skewed. Thus, assuming a uniform distribution in place of

the actual distribution is far from ideal, and will result in bogus

synthetic trips that jeopardize utility and authenticity.

Assume that we discretize Ω(Dr eal ) using grid A. We denote a

trip using its start cellCstar t and destination cellCend , as:Cstar t {
Cend . Let h(Dr eal ,Cstar t { Cend ) be a function that computes

the number of trips Cstar t { Cend in database Dr eal , and ˆh de-

note its private noisy version. For brevity we drop Dr eal from the

notation and simply write h(Cstar t { Cend ). Then, treating X as

a random variable over the domain of the trip distribution A × A,

Figure 4: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the trip
distribution R of 3 datasets, compared with the CDF of uni-
form distribution. For consistency we enforced a 3x3 uni-
form grid on all datasets and ordered the cell pairs on x-axis
in non-decreasing trip frequency.

the entries in the trip distribution denoted R are calculated as:

Pr
(
X = (Cstar t ,Cend )

)
=


ˆh(Cstar t{Cend )∑
Ci

∑
Cj

ˆh(Ci{Cj )
for Cstar t ,Cend ∈ A

0 otherwise

Note that our definition ensures R is a probability mass function

(pmf) since its entries sum to 1.

In the case of a two-layer grid where one GPS location is indexed

by both a top-level and bottom-level cell, we can use constrained

inference for improved accuracy and consistency [15, 25, 43]. In

particular, we employ the following linear Ordinary Least Squares

(OLS) approach. We denote by Ci a cell in the top-level of the grid,

and by Ci, j a cell in the bottom-level of the grid where 1 ≤ j ≤ M2

i
(see the notation in Figure 3).We use budget θε3 when obtaining top-

level trip counts
ˆh(Ci { Cj ), and budget (1 − θ )ε3 when obtaining

bottom-level counts
ˆh(Ci,k { Cj,l ). Note that if we had no privacy

or perturbation requirement, and we simply used the noise-free

counts h instead of
ˆh, the following would hold: h(Ci { Cj ) =∑

k
∑
l h(Ci,k { Cj,l ). However, this may not hold after each h

is perturbed with random noise. To re-establish consistency and

minimize noise impact, OLS asserts that given the noisy values of

ˆh, we can obtain optimized trip counts, denoted
ˆh′(Ci { Cj ), as:

ˆh′(Ci { Cj ) =
θ2M2

iM
2

j

(1 − θ )2 + θ2M2

iM
2

j
· ˆh(Ci { Cj )

+
(1 − θ )2

(1 − θ )2 + θ2M2

iM
2

j
·
∑
k

∑
l

ˆh(Ci,k { Cj,l )

When optimizing the counts for the bottom-level, differences in

optimized top-level counts calculated above are distributed equally

among the bottom-level cells:

ˆh′(Ci,k { Cj,l ) = ˆh(Ci,k { Cj,l )

+
ˆh′(Ci { Cj ) −

∑
s
∑
t
ˆh(Ci,s { Cj,t )

M2

iM
2

j

Finally, optimized trip counts
ˆh′ are used in place of

ˆh in the defi-

nition of R. For the derivation of OLS and a worked example, we

refer the reader to Appendix B.

4.4 Route Length Distribution
The final component in AdaTrace’s private synopsis consists of

fitted distributions of route lengths. We fit a different theoretical



Figure 5: Comparing frequencies of observed route lengths
(histogram) with candidate distributions.

distribution for each different tripCstar t { Cend . The distribution
is learned based on observed route lengths in Dr eal that make this

trip. Our rationale in enforcing trip-specific length distributions is

that trajectories travelling between certain regions may take more

indirect routes than others, for reasons such as unavailability of

roads, traffic avoidance, and so on. Hence, trip-specific length dis-

tributions will be more accurate than global distributions (learned

using whole Dr eal ) used in previous works [36, 55].

We treat observed route lengths as a histogram. We consider

multiple well-known distributions with different shapes, such as

uniform, exponential and Poisson distributions, as candidates to

capture the shape of our histogram. An example is shown in Figure

5. The candidate distributions have one characteristic in common:

Their parameters are directly related to aggregate summary statis-

tics that can be privately and accurately obtained fromDr eal . For ex-

ample, the Poisson distribution has a single parameter that is equal

to the mean length, whereas the λ parameter of the exponential

distribution is related to the median lengthmed as: λ = ln2/med . We

then use the Laplace and Exponential mechanisms to privately fetch

statistics such as means andmedians. A private mean can be fetched

by decomposing it into a noisy sum divided by a noisy count, where

the Laplace mechanism is used to inject noise. A private median

can be fetched using Cormode et al.’s adaptation of the Exponential

mechanism with scoring function q := −|rank(x) − rank(med)|
[15]. The mechanism returns noisy median x instead of the actual

median, and the intuition behind this particular q is that if x is close

to the actual median, then its rank will be similar to the median’s

rank. Thus, the score of each candidate is negatively impacted by

how much its rank deviates from rank(med).
After building multiple candidate distributions as above, we

select one distribution as the best fit, store it in AdaTrace’s memory,

and drop the remaining. We use a goodness of fit test to determine

which distribution is the best fit. While there are several tests to

measure goodness of fit, we use the value of the χ2 test statistic
since its differentially private implementation is well known [22].

For example, in Figure 5 the goodness of fit test would select the

exponential distribution as the best fit, since its shape is closest to

the shape of the histogram.

4.5 Trajectory Synthesis Algorithm
AdaTrace’s synthesis algorithm combines the four features in its

private synopsis: the density-aware grid A, the mobility model

Π(Dr eal ), the trip distribution R and the collection L of length

distributions for each trip. It outputs synthetic trajectories based

on the skeleton presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Trajectory synthesis algorithm

Input :Grid A, trip distribution R, mobility model Π, length
distributions L

Output :A candidate synthetic trajectory Tsyn

1 Pick a random sample (Cstar t ,Cend ) from pmf of R

2 Retrieve from L the fitted probability distribution PD for trip

Cstar t { Cend
3 Pick a random sample ℓ from PD

4 Initialize Tsyn with Tsyn[1] = Cstar t and Tsyn[ℓ] = Cend
5 for i = 2 to ℓ − 1 do
6 for Ccand ∈ A do
7 Retrieve from Π:

w1 = Pr
(
T [i] = Ccand | T [1] . . .T [i-1]

)
and

w2 = Pr
(
T [ℓ] = Cend | T [1] . . .T [i-1]Ccand

)
8 Set the weight of Ccand equal tow1 ·w2

9 end
10 Sample Cchosen from A with probability proportional to

its weight calculated above

11 Set Tsyn[i] = Cchosen
12 end
13 return T syn

The algorithm can be studied in four steps. First, it determines

the start and end points of the synthetic trajectory Tsyn by sam-

pling from the trip distribution. Second, it determines the length of

Tsyn by sampling from the appropriate route length distribution

in L. Third, it initializes Tsyn with first location as the starting

cell of the trip, and last location as the destination cell of the trip.

Fourth, given the two endpoints of Tsyn , intermediate locations

are found using a random walk on the mobility model Π. When

determining the i’th position of Tsyn considering the cells of grid

A as candidates, each candidate is given a weight that consists of
two sub-weights denotedw1 andw2.w1 performs a look-back and

finds the probability that the next location isCcand given the previ-

ous locations, as in the straightforward application of the Markov

assumption. This is essentially a one-step transition probability. On

the other hand,w2 performs a look-ahead and finds the probability

that the final location is Cend given the previous locations and

assuming the current location is set toCcand . This is an (ℓ − i)-step
transition probability, which is computed using a combination of 1-

step transition probabilities. To improve efficiency, we pre-compute

multiple-step transition probabilities after learning Π so that the

same computation is not repeated for different Tsyn .
The above generates a trajectory for a single trip between well-

defined start and end locations. This is sufficient when each user’s

GPS record in Dr eal corresponds to a short-term trip, such as an

Uber or taxi ride. However, ifDr eal is collected over long periods of

time (e.g., several days), then a user’s record may contain multiple

trips. In this case, the synthesis algorithm can be run multiple times

per user, such that in each iteration, the starting location of the

next trajectory is equal to the last known location of the previous

trajectory. Then, these trajectories can be stitched together to form

the final GPS record of the user with a desired number of trips.



5 PRIVACY ANALYSIS
AdaTrace has differential privacy and attack resilience as its two

privacy goals. In this section we give concrete definitions and pri-

vacy parameters with which AdaTrace fulfills these goals. Our

definitions are parameterized to enable the data owner to explicitly

control the leakage potential of synthetic trajectories by specifying

the desired privacy parameters.

5.1 Differential Privacy Preservation
AdaTrace satisfies ε-differential privacy as a whole. Recall that we

treat ε as the total privacy budget and distribute it to four sub-

budgets (one for each feature in the synopsis) such that

∑
4

i=1 εi = ε .
Learning and perturbing a feature consumes the εi allocated to it,

thus depleting the total ε after the perturbation phase is complete,

according to the sequential composition property. Then, any addi-

tional data-independent perturbation performed to satisfy attack

resilience counts as post-processing. Note that sequential compo-

sition holds even when subsequent computations incorporate the

outcomes of preceding computations [35], hence the fact that Ada-

Trace uses the perturbed grid in subsequent steps (Markov chain,

trip distribution) does not violate ε-differential privacy. Also note

that AdaTrace’s synthesis algorithm performs sampling and calcu-

lation on perturbed features without accessing the actual database

Dr eal . As a result, AdaTrace remains ε-differentially private.

Distribution of ε into εi can be done either by AdaTrace auto-

matically or according to the specifications of the data owner. The

current implementation of AdaTrace comes with a default budget

distribution, which we empirically determined to yield high aver-

age utility: ε1 = ε/9 for the grid, ε2 = 4ε/9 for the Markov mobility

model, ε3 = 3ε/9 for the trip distribution and ε4 = ε/9 for the length

distribution. We can observe from this that not all features require

high budgets to be accurate, and allocating an unnecessarily high

budget to such features will negatively impact utility since it would

steal from those features that do require high budgets to remain

accurate. For example, the grid and length distribution components

need lower budgets in comparison to others. One way to further op-

timize budget distribution is to leverage regression-based learning

on Dr eal and ε , a plan for future work.

Although the above strategy is beneficial from a utility maximiza-

tion perspective, we should also discuss its privacy implications.

Since each individual feature will satisfy εi -differential privacy, a
higher εi will cause the feature to be accurately preserved, whereas
a lower εi will cause it to be more perturbed. A variable budget dis-

tribution allows the data owner (e.g., service provider) to distribute

ε in a way that reflects which artifact he perceives is more sensitive

and should thus be more perturbed to protect its privacy. For exam-

ple, if the data owner feels that spatial densities are more sensitive,

then a lower ε1 can be assigned to grid construction. If trip distri-

butions are sensitive, a lower ε3 can be assigned, causing a more

perturbed trip distribution. This provides flexibility with respect to

different perceptions regarding what needs to be protected.

5.2 Enforcement of Attack Resilience
We now discuss how AdaTrace ensures attack resilience against

the 3 privacy threats listed in Section 3.3.

Bayesian Inference. Recall that we denote by Z a sensitive zone

such as a hospital, health clinic or religious place, by B(Z ) the
prior belief of an adversary regarding the users who visit Z , and by

B(Z |Dsyn ) the posterior belief having observed Dsyn . The threat

stems from B(Z |Dsyn ) being significantly different than B(Z ). To
combat the threat, AdaTrace enforces the following defense.

Defense 1 (ϑ ). Denoting by EMD the Earth Mover’s Distance, we
say thatDsyn is attack-resilient if the following holds, and susceptible
otherwise.

EMD
(
B(Z ),B(Z |Dsyn )

)
≤ ϑ

Intuitively, the privacy guarantee is that upon observing Dsyn ,

an adversary’s belief regarding users visiting Z does not change

significantly, where the level of significance is controlled by param-

eter ϑ . This prohibits both positive and negative disclosures, i.e.,

the adversary is prohibited not only from learning that significantly

higher than 10% of Z ’s visitors live in a certain neighborhood, but

also that significantly lower than 10% of Z ’s visitors live in a cer-

tain neighborhood. The latter is useful when, for instance, Z is a

university and the adversary may infer the lack of education.

AdaTrace follows an iterative perturbation strategy to implement

Defense 1. Let DZ denote the subset of trajectories that visit zone Z .
We perturb the features concerning DZ in the private synopsis, e.g.,

Π(DZ ), R(DZ ), L(DZ ). In the most relaxed setting of ϑ = +∞ no

perturbation is necessary; whereas in the strictest setting ϑ = 0, the

features must be maximally perturbed so that they exactly equal

population averages. For any ϑ in between, we perturb the features

iteratively, converging to population averages in each iteration,

until Defense 1 is satisfied. After the defense is satisfied, we plug

the perturbed features back to the private synopsis.

Partial Sniffing. Armed with user u’s subtrajectory from the sniff

region, the adversary aims to link u with a synthetic trajectory

Ts ∈ Dsyn . Since the user’s actual trajectory Tu is not in Dsyn the

linkage is not genuine, however the threat stems from two cases:

(i) Ts sufficiently resembles Tu , thus the adversary can still make

correct inferences usingTs . (ii)Ts contains visits to a sensitive zone
Z – although u may or may not have visited Z in reality, such an

inference can have discriminating or harmful impact on u, and
therefore should be prohibited.

Defense 2 (φ, ϱ). Let SR denote the sniff region, Tsnif f ed denote
the sniffed subtrajectory, Z denote a sensitive zone, and visit(T ,Z )
denote the number of times trajectory T visits zone Z .

(1) Find the matching synthetic trajectory:

Ts = argmin

T ∈Dsyn

DTW((T ∩ SR),Tsnif f ed )

(2) If |intersection(Ts ,Tu )| > φ, mark as susceptible.
(3) If visit(Ts ,Z ) > ϱ, mark as susceptible.
(4) If no susceptibility is found in the above steps, mark as attack-

resilient.

AdaTrace enforces the above defense to thwart the partial sniff-

ing threat. Its first step is to identify Ts using Dynamic Time Warp-

ing (DTW) as the geographical distance metric, which is a promi-

nent method for measuring trajectory distance [30, 50, 52]. Then,

in step 2, we prohibit correct location disclosures. Since exactly

matching GPS coordinates and trajectories are rare, we allow for

inexact intersections within a small error margin. φ is a threshold



controlling the maximum amount of intersection allowed between

Ts and Tu . It can be defined using absolute length (e.g., 100 me-

ters, 1 kilometer) or using percentage of relative trajectory length

(e.g., 10% ofTs ). In step 3, we prohibit sensitive location disclosures.

To prohibit any sensitive disclosure, we set ϱ = 0, which is suit-

able when trajectories are short, e.g., corresponding to taxi trips

or home-work commutes. If trajectories are collected over long

periods of time such as one month, it is advisable to set higher ϱ.

Outlier Leakage. In the outlier leakage attack, the threat stems

from an adversary’s ability to make sensitive inferences from atypi-

cal, outlier trajectories. To combat this threat, we must first identify

and detect outliers. We adapt the most popular distance-based out-

lier definition [40, 44]: Outliers are those trajectories that have

highest distance to their respective k’th nearest neighbor. It re-

mains to define an appropriate distance function d so that distances

between trajectories can be measured, and the nearest neighbors

of each trajectory (according to d) can be identified. AdaTrace con-

siders three distance functions, each of which corresponds to a

different type of outlier:
(1) Trip outlier: Trajectories with non-traditional trip start and

end locations. In this case, d is set as the geographical distance

between trajectories’ trip start and end locations.

(2) Length/duration outlier: Trajectories with unusually long or

short lengths. In this case,d is set to measure the difference between

two trajectories’ route lengths.

(3) Mobility outlier: Trajectories with unusual mobility patterns,

in which case d is set to measure the Jensen-Shannon Divergence

(JSD) between the mobility models of two trajectories: d(T1,T2) =
JSD(Π(T1),Π(T2)).

The distance functions above allow us to compute distances

between pairs of trajectories and detect whether a trajectory is a

certain type of outlier based on distance to its k’th nearest neighbor.

After detecting outliers, AdaTrace enforces Defense 3.

Defense 3 (β , κ). Let Tout ∈ Dsyn be a distance-based outlier,
and d be the distance function used in detecting Tout .

(1) Find the trajectory in Dr eal that is most similar to Tout with
respect to d : Takin = argminT ∈Dr eal

d(Tout ,T )
(2) Let y be the number of trajectories Tsim ∈ Dr eal that satisfy:

d(Tout ,Tsim ) − d(Tout ,Takin ) ≤ β
(3) If y ≥ κ, mark as attack-resilient, otherwise susceptible.

The intuition behind this defense is as follows. We first identify

Takin , the real trajectory most similar to Tout . We then check how

many real trajectories exist which have distance similar to Takin ’s
distance to Tout , and denote this quantity by y. This effectively
searches for a crowd of y trajectories with maximum distance β
to the candidate outlier. Note that we always have y ≥ 1 due to

Tsim = Takin in step 2. Finally, if y ≥ κ, where κ is the privacy

parameter enforcing a minimum crowd size, we conclude thatTout
plausibly blends in a crowd of actual trajectories. Hence, the trajec-

tory is similar to a group of actual users’ trajectories, it cannot be

conclusively linked to a particular user, and outlier leakage is not a

concern. However, if y < κ, i.e., Tout does not blend into a group

of trajectories, then Tout must be discarded and replaced with a

non-outlier trajectory.

Table 1: Datasets used in our experiments (µ:mean, σ :stdev)

|Dr eal | Ω(Dr eal ) |T | (µ ± σ ) GPS samp. rate

Geolife 14,650 Beijing 931.4 ± 1602.5 ∼ 2.5 sec

Taxi 30,000 Porto 43.1 ± 33.5 ∼ 15 sec

Brinkhoff 50,000 Oldenburg 64.6 ± 35.9 ∼ 15.6 sec

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
6.1 Experiment Setup
Implementation Details and Competitors. We implemented

AdaTrace in Java.We compare it with 3 state of the art location trace

generators: ngram, DPT and SGLT. We obtained their implemen-

tations from the respective authors [7, 11, 26]. In our comparison

we use the parameters recommended by the authors when applica-

ble, otherwise we experiment with different parameter values and

report only the best results. Since all generators are probabilistic,

each experiment is repeated 5 times and results are averaged.

We note the configuration used for ngram and SGLT: For ngram,

although it is originally designed for sequential data generation,

it has been used in [26] for comparison against DPT and in our

experiments we adopt their setting, i.e., we discretize trajectories

at different granularities, run ngram on discretized sequences and

convert output synthetic sequences back to trajectories. We repeat

this process at different granularities of discretization, and use the

results of the granularity that yields highest accuracy. For SGLT,

it is required that the input set of trajectories must be of same

duration. In real life and in our datasets, trajectories vary in duration

and sampling rate. To be able to run experiments with SGLT, we

repeated the last known locations of shorter trajectories several

times so that all trajectories would have equal duration.

Datasets.We used three datasets in our experiments: Geolife, Taxi

and Brinkhoff. Geolife and Taxi are real datasets, whereas Brinkhoff

is simulated. Information regarding the datasets is given below and

in Table 1. Geolife was collected and released by Microsoft as part

of the Geolife project [56]. It contains GPS traces of 182 users over 5

years. Majority of the data is from Beijing, China, with few outliers

in other cities in China, Europe, etc. We pre-processed the data to

remove these outliers and obtain a more even data distribution and

well-defined Ω(D). The resulting dataset contained 14,650 trajec-

tories. Taxi contains GPS traces of taxis operating in the city of

Porto, Portugal. We extracted 30,000 trips from the denser areas in

the dataset made available as part of the Taxi Service Prediction

Challenge at ECML-PKDD 2015 [38]. Brinkhoff contains trajecto-

ries of vehicles simulated using Brinkhoff’s network generator for

moving objects [9]. The map of Oldenburg, Germany was used to

simulate movements of 50,000 vehicles. Locations were sampled at

equal time intervals.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
We generated synthetic databases Dsyn with cardinality |Dsyn | =

|Dr eal |, and used the followingmetrics to quantify the difference (or

resemblance) between Dr eal and Dsyn . When keeping the privacy

level constant, lower difference (resp. higher resemblance) is desired

for improved utility. According to Section 3.4, the three trajectory

utility categories we aimed to preserve in AdaTrace were spatial

densities and localities, spatio-temporal travel metrics, and frequent



travel patterns. The evaluation metrics we present in this section

fall under these categories, as described below.

Spatial density and locality metrics. A large number of geo-

data analysis tasks, including PoI and popular location extraction,

hotspot discovery, heatmaps and recommendation engines rely on

spatial densities. We employ the following two metrics to measure

the quality of spatial density and locality resemblance.

Our first metric is query error, which is a popular measure for

evaluating data synthesis algorithms ranging from tabular data to

location and graph data [11, 12, 33]. We consider spatial counting

queries of the form: “Retrieve the number of trajectories passing

through a certain region R". Let Q denote a query of this form, and

Q(D) denote its answer when issued on database D. The relative
error (RE) of Q is defined as:

RE =
|Q(Dr eal ) −Q(Dsyn )|

max{Q(Dr eal ),b}

where b is a sanity bound to mitigate the effect of extremely selec-

tive queries. We set b = 1% × |D |. We generate 500 random queries

by choosing their regions R uniformly at random and compute

average relative error (AvRE) by averaging the RE of all queries.

Our second metric is for measuring the discrepancies in loca-

tions’ popularity ranking. Let L1, ...,Ln be a list of locations and

let pop(D,Li ) measure the popularity of Li , i.e., number of times

Li is visited by trajectories in D. We compute pop(Dr eal ,Li ) and
pop(Dsyn ,Li ) for all Li . Then, we say that a pair of locations (Li ,Lj )
are concordant if either of the following hold:

(pop(Dr eal , Li ) > pop(Dr eal , Lj )) ∧ (pop(Dsyn, Li ) > pop(Dsyn, Lj ))

(pop(Dr eal , Li ) < pop(Dr eal , Lj )) ∧ (pop(Dsyn, Li ) < pop(Dsyn, Lj ))

That is, their popularity ranks (in sorted order) agree. They are said

to be discordant if their ranks disagree. The Kendall-tau coefficient

can then be applied as:

KT =
(# of concordant pairs) − (# of discordant pairs)

n(n − 1)/2

In our experiment, we determine the locations L1, ...,Ln using a

fine-grained grid and use n = 400 locations.

Frequent travel pattern metrics.Mining popular travel patterns

has also received significant attention from the geodata analysis

community, for understanding traffic flows and road network per-

formance, and providing better navigation services. The following

two metrics measure resemblance with respect to frequent patterns

(FPs). For both metrics, we project trajectories on a uniform gridU,

thus obtaining the sequence of cells they pass through. We define a

pattern P as an ordered sequence of cells, e.g., P : C2 → C4 → C3.

We define the support of a pattern, supp(D, P), as the number of

occurrences of P in database D. We mine the top-k patterns in D,

i.e., the k patterns with highest support, denoted by F k
U
(D).

Our first metric measures difference in patterns’ support. We cal-

culate the relative difference between supp(Dr eal , P) and supp(Dsyn , P)
for each frequent pattern P ∈ F . Formally, the FP average relative

error is:

FP AvRE =

∑
P ∈Fk

U
(Dr eal )

|supp(Dr eal ,P )−supp(Dsyn,P ) |
supp(Dr eal ,P )

k

Our second metric measures the set similarity between the top-k
patterns in Dr eal and the top-k patterns in Dsyn . Following the

F1-measure, i.e., harmonic mean of precision and recall, we define

the FP similarity metric as:

FP Similarity = F1(F k
U
(Dr eal ),F

k
U
(Dsyn ))

FP similarity score is between 0 and 1, where higher score implies

better set preservation, and is therefore more desired. For the AvRE

metric, lower error values are more desired. In our experiments we

use k = 100, as higher k returned patterns with insignificant sup-

port. Also, we assume a 6x6 uniform grid for U and only consider

patterns that are at least 3 cells long.

Spatio-temporal travelmetrics. Sincemany trajectory databases

consist of taxi/Uber rides or daily commutes, analysis of spatio-

temporal features of these trips becomes critical. We employ 3

evaluation metrics for trip and travel analysis.

Our first metric, called trip error, measures how well the cor-

relations between trips’ start and end regions are preserved. We

make use of the empirical trip distribution R defined in Section 4.3.

Given the gridU, we compute the trip distributions of the real and

synthetic databases, denoted R(Dr eal ) and R(Dsyn ) respectively.

The trip error is defined as: JSD(R(Dr eal ),R(Dsyn )) where JSD is

the Jensen-Shannon divergence.

Our second metric, called length error, measures the error in

trip lengths (i.e., distances travelled in each trip). We calculate

the total distance travelled in a trip by adding up the distance be-

tween each consecutive GPS reading. Upon learning the maximum

length from Dr eal , we quantize trip lengths into 20 equi-width

buckets: {[0,x), [x , 2x), ..., [19x , 20x]}, where 20x is the longest

length present in Dr eal . For each bucket we determine how many

trips’ length fall into that bucket, thereby obtaining a histogram of

lengths. Let N(Dr eal ) and N(Dsyn ) denote this empirical, bucke-

tized histogram of real and synthetic databases respectively. The

length error is calculated as: JSD(N(Dr eal ),N(Dsyn )).

Our final metric, called diameter error, is adopted from [26]. The

diameter of a trajectory T is defined as the maximum distance

between any pair of its GPS readings (not necessarily consecu-

tive). Similar to length error, we learn the maximum diameter from

Dr eal , perform equi-width bucketing and histogram extraction. Let

E(Dr eal ) and E(Dsyn ) denote the diameter distributions of the real

and synthetic database respectively. The diameter error is calculated

as: JSD(E(Dr eal ), E(Dsyn )).

6.3 Comparison with Existing Generators
In this section we compare AdaTrace with ngram, DPT and SGLT.

Since all generators except SGLT have ε (differential privacy budget)
as a parameter, we perform our comparison by varying ε . Results
are summarized in Table 2.Wemake two general observations. First,

AdaTrace provides superior utility when subjected to the same level

of privacy: Out of 63 total comparison settings, AdaTrace outper-

forms its competitors in 53 cases. In certain settings, AdaTrace’s

utility improvement is significant (2-3 fold or more). In addition

to a utility advantage, AdaTrace also has a privacy advantage over

its competitors due to its attack resilience property. Second, we

observe that errors decrease and utility increases when higher ε is
used. As such, we can conclude that data quality is responsive to

changes in the privacy parameters, making AdaTrace flexible.



Table 2: Comparing AdaTrace with its competitors. Best result in each category is shown in bold. For FP F1 Similarity and
location Kendall-tau, higher values are better. For remaining metrics, lower values are better.

Geolife Taxi Brinkhoff
ngram DPT SGLT AdaTrace ngram DPT SGLT AdaTrace ngram DPT SGLT AdaTrace

ε=0.5 0.391 0.158 0.123 0.168 0.232 0.381 0.158 0.091 0.201 0.386 0.216 0.151
Query AvRE ε=1.0 0.383 0.161 0.123 0.162 0.233 0.380 0.158 0.089 0.158 0.342 0.216 0.142

ε=2.0 0.355 0.154 0.123 0.155 0.222 0.369 0.158 0.088 0.142 0.291 0.216 0.138

ε=0.5 0.60 0.58 0.75 0.47 0.43 0.65 0.53 0.41 0.83 0.53 0.52 0.39
FP AvRE ε=1.0 0.61 0.57 0.75 0.41 0.42 0.69 0.53 0.37 0.64 0.48 0.52 0.38

ε=2.0 0.59 0.56 0.75 0.41 0.43 0.68 0.53 0.36 0.54 0.36 0.52 0.38

ε=0.5 0.418 0.339 0.143 0.048 0.225 0.492 0.279 0.042 0.156 0.170 0.298 0.052
Trip Error ε=1.0 0.412 0.341 0.143 0.025 0.220 0.561 0.279 0.033 0.150 0.120 0.298 0.045

ε=2.0 0.317 0.296 0.143 0.013 0.236 0.514 0.279 0.027 0.139 0.106 0.298 0.043

ε=0.5 0.020 0.131 0.173 0.011 0.085 0.020 0.106 0.017 0.094 0.057 0.126 0.042
Length Error ε=1.0 0.021 0.124 0.173 0.010 0.060 0.017 0.106 0.016 0.057 0.051 0.126 0.041

ε=2.0 0.019 0.125 0.173 0.008 0.025 0.019 0.106 0.014 0.032 0.038 0.126 0.039

ε=0.5 0.125 0.255 0.170 0.085 0.239 0.372 0.129 0.026 0.151 0.143 0.172 0.022
Diameter Error ε=1.0 0.124 0.251 0.170 0.067 0.229 0.374 0.129 0.025 0.103 0.084 0.172 0.023

ε=2.0 0.125 0.249 0.170 0.065 0.234 0.373 0.129 0.024 0.092 0.061 0.172 0.022

ε=0.5 0.38 0.46 0.38 0.57 0.42 0.27 0.49 0.66 0.41 0.56 0.47 0.61
FP F1 Similarity ε=1.0 0.42 0.55 0.38 0.61 0.54 0.31 0.49 0.68 0.39 0.64 0.47 0.62

ε=2.0 0.41 0.60 0.38 0.60 0.61 0.32 0.49 0.69 0.42 0.71 0.47 0.62

ε=0.5 0.53 0.39 0.62 0.71 0.68 0.45 0.69 0.82 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.73
Loc. Kendall-tau ε=1.0 0.55 0.44 0.62 0.68 0.72 0.46 0.69 0.83 0.76 0.65 0.61 0.74

ε=2.0 0.52 0.54 0.62 0.69 0.76 0.51 0.69 0.83 0.75 0.86 0.61 0.74

(a) Actual (b) DPT (c) SGLT (d) ngram (e) AdaTrace

Figure 6: Visual density distributions of synthetic databases generated by various generators, using Brinkhoff as their Dr eal .

Next, we perform an in-depth analysis by studying the results

under each utility category one by one, starting with spatial den-
sity and locality. We expect that Query AvRE is heavily related to

the spatial distribution of trajectories. Hence, upon observing the

numerical results in Table 2 we performed the visual comparison

illustrated in Figure 6, where we compare the density distributions

of synthetic databases produced by various trajectory generators us-

ing Brinkhoff as input. Figure 6 validates the finding in Table 2 that

AdaTrace does better in terms of spatial density. DPT and SGLT’s

errors stem from low-density or medium-density regions becoming

exceedingly dense, and ngram’s errors stem from medium-density

regions becoming exceedingly sparse. AdaTrace’s density-adaptive

grid plays an important role in density preservation, which we

show in more detail in Appendix C. Another interesting note is

that although Query AvRE and location Kendall-tau metrics have a

positive correlation, they do not necessarily agree in all settings. For

example, observe that SGLT’s AvRE is lowest on Geolife, however,

AdaTrace performs better than SGLT in terms of Kendall-tau. This

demonstrates that there can be benefit in using multiple evaluation

metrics for measuring one type of trajectory utility.

In terms of frequent travel patterns, there is correlation between

FP AvRE and F1 similarity metrics, but also some discrepancies.

AvRE indicates that there is 30-40% error in FP support when using

AdaTrace which might seem high, but we observed that this is

caused mostly by FPs with highest support not having as high

support in synthetic data. That is, even though an actually frequent

FP is correctly identified as frequent in synthetic data, since its

frequency is not as high, considerable support error is incurred.

This explains the competitive F1 scores despite high error in AvRE.

In terms of spatio-temporal travel metrics, we first note that Ada-
Trace is significantly superior in terms of trip error. Second, we

notice that although AdaTrace’s length errors are similar to its com-

petitors, its diameter errors are much smaller. This is surprising,

given that the two metrics are clearly related. To better understand

this behavior, we individually studied some trajectories from each

generator. We observed that DPT and ngram are biased towards

generating trajectories with low displacement. For example, their

trajectories contain loops and U-turns, which means that although

they travel long distances, their total displacement is not large. In

contrast, AdaTrace’s synthesis algorithm prevents unrealistic loops

and U-turns by guiding a trajectory’s random walk with its final

destination. That is, at each step of the random walk AdaTrace

considers the final destination that the trajectory will eventually

reach and how many steps are left to reach there. Hence, the re-

sulting trajectory becomes goal-driven, which realistically captures



Table 3: Execution time measurements

ngram DPT SGLT AdaTrace
Geolife 7 mins 1.9 mins 11 hrs 0.7 mins

Taxi 12 mins 2.3 mins 2.4 days 1.7 mins

Brinkhoff 18 mins 3.5 mins 6.9 days 2.2 mins

the mobility of human beings since humans often travel with a

destination in mind.

Finally, we comment on the efficiency of each approach. We

performed our experiments on a high-end laptop with Intel i7 CPU,

but since all generators are single-threaded, they utilized a single

2.8 GHz CPU. Also, 16 GB main memory was sufficient for the com-

putation performed by all generators. In terms of execution time,

we obtained the results given in Table 3. Overall, AdaTrace is very

efficient – it is able to process and generate 50,000 trajectories in

slightly longer than 2 minutes. ngram and DPT are also reasonably

efficient since they finish in several minutes, but not as efficient

as AdaTrace. On the other hand, SGLT is significantly slower, as

it takes several days to produce the same number of trajectories

AdaTrace can produce in 2 minutes. This greatly hinders its use on

commodity hardware or mobile devices. Note that this observation

is consistent with the authors’ claims in their paper [7], as they

also report up to 2 minutes per generated trajectory. This has not

caused problems in their experiments since their datasets consisted

of < 100 users, but our datasets were several orders of magnitude

larger (15-50k trajectories), surfacing an inefficiency problem.

6.4 Impact of Attack Resilience on Utility
In the previous section we conducted experiments with varying

differential privacy parameter ε and observed its impact on utility.

In this section we analyze the impact of attack resilience parameters

on various forms of utility.

Defense 1: Bayesian Inference. Our defense asserts that the dif-
ference between priors and posteriors must be ≤ ϑ . When ϑ = 0 the

defense is strictest, and it is relaxed as ϑ increases. In Figure 7a, we

initially set ϑ = 0, increase it gradually, and report the percentage

improvement (decrease) in Query AvRE and FP AvRE. We only

report these metrics since the remaining metrics are non-linear,

involving the likes of F1 or JSD calculation, hence percentages

are not meaningful. The results show the expected trait that both

spatial densities (implied by Query AvRE) and frequent patterns

(implied by FP AvRE) are positively impacted when ϑ is relaxed. We

observed that this is mostly caused by queries and FPs involving the

sensitive zone Z , which is central to Defense 1. When the privacy

setting is stricter, trajectories visiting Z are more random, hence

FPs including Z will not be preserved.

An implicit parameter here is the choice (size and density) of

Z . In the extreme case where Z = Ω(Dr eal ), Defense 1 dictates

that the adversary should gain no knowledge that adds to his prior

belief. In this case the trajectories in Dsyn will be most random,

and their features will converge to population averages rather than

capturing the utility in Dr eal . To experimentally confirm this, in

Appendix D we perform an experiment in which we vary the size

of Z (see Figure 9a). Results indicate that there is indeed a positive

correlation between error amounts and the size of Z .

Defense 2: Partial Sniffing. The defense is based on two parame-

ters: φ that bounds the intersection between a sniffed actual trajec-

tory and its counterpart synthetic trajectory, and ϱ that limits the

possibility that the counterpart visits a sensitive zone. For both pa-

rameters, lower values imply stricter privacy. We set a fixed sniffing

region that is visited by 4% of the actual trajectories, and assume

all trajectories in this region have been sniffed by the adversary.

We set ϱ = 0 which is the strictest privacy setting, and vary φ to ob-

serve its utility impact. In Figure 7b and 9b we illustrate the utility

impact wrt 3 metrics. Although one could expect utility to decrease

as privacy becomes stricter, this does not appear to be the case –

we observe that aggregate utility stays constant despite changes

in φ. Upon further analysis with more data points and remaining

utility metrics, we confirm that the impact of φ on overall utility is

negligible. This is because our utility metrics are aggregate metrics,

taking whole Dr eal and Dsyn into consideration rather than com-

paring individual trajectories one by one. This is also the case in

many machine learning tasks and real-life uses of trajectory data.

Thus, although an actual trajectory and its synthetic counterpart

do not closely match, utility can be re-injected by implicitly adding

the mismatched part into a different trajectory that is not sniffed.

Defense 3: Outlier Leakage. The two parameters in this defense

are β and κ. κ dictates that a synthetic outlier must blend into a

crowd ofκ actual trajectories. β dictates the uniformity of the crowd:

When β = 0 all trajectories in the crowd must appear exactly the

same (in terms of the trajectory feature considered), whereas a large

β allows the crowd to have higher non-uniformity. The privacy

requirement becomes stricter when β decreases and κ increases.

We first analyze the behavior of Defense 3 wrt parameters β
and κ in Figure 7c. Here, we set β normalized after observing the

maximum possible distance in the database, e.g., if the max distance

is 100, β = 0.1 implies that the allowed distance in forming the

crowd is 10. When the privacy requirement is stricter, we indeed

observe that there are more outlier trajectories failing the defense,

with a notable increase when κ becomes ≥ 25. We attribute this

to the curse of dimensionality: Crowd-blending notions of privacy,

such as k-anonymity and our defense, rely on the ability to find a

crowd comprised of similar records. While this is easier for low-

dimensional data, trajectory data is inherently high-dimensional,

and typically no two trajectories are alike. Hence, forming a similar

crowd is difficult, and while higher κ values can be suitable for

low-dimensional databases, the same κ may yield an excess number

of outliers on a high-dimensional or trajectory database.

Having said that, we are interested in measuring the utility im-

pact of arbitrary (β ,κ) pairs, and wish that our system preserves

utility even in the strictest cases. We therefore design the exper-

iment in Figure 7d. Instead of trying to isolate β and κ, we take
a holistic approach and base our utility analysis on the number

of outliers failing the defense. Note that outliers failing the de-

fense cannot be released, and must be perturbed or regenerated.

We observe from the experiment results that this perturbation or

regeneration process has little to no impact on aggregate trajectory

utility. Despite different privacy settings, Query AvRE, Trip Error

and Length Error do not seem to be impacted. Hence, we can con-

clude that we are able to protect against outlier leakage with no

additional utility cost. In addition to the visual results in Figure 7d,



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: (a) Impact of ϑ on aggregate trajectory utility. (b) Impact of φ on aggregate trajectory utility. (c) Analyzing the outlier
behavior with respect to parameters β , κ. (d) Utility impact of executing Defense 3. All experiments are performed on Taxi.

we computed the correlation between the privacy settings and the

error amounts. Results indicate weak correlations at most (+0.2),

but are often closer to 0 and sometimes even negative.

Summary of Findings. Under reasonable privacy parameters, De-

fenses 2 and 3 can be implemented with little or no observable

impact on aggregate trajectory utility, because they are concerned

with individual trajectories that often constitute a small portion of

the whole database. The impact of small perturbations on individual

trajectories are either negligible on aggregate utility, or they can

be counterbalanced by injecting the lost utility in the remaining

trajectories. On the other hand, Defense 1 is directly connected

to the aggregate information that is obtained from Dsyn , hence

a stricter privacy parameter ϑ or an increased geographic size of

sensitive zone Z negatively impacts aggregate trajectory utility.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented AdaTrace, a utility-aware location trace synthesizer

with differential privacy guarantee and attack resilience. AdaTrace

performs feature extraction, learning, and noise injection using a

database of real location traces. It then generates synthetic traces

while preserving differential privacy, enforcing resilience to in-

ference attacks, and upholding statistical and spatial utility. Our

experiments on real and simulated datasets show that AdaTrace is

highly effective. Compared to ngram, DPT, and SGLT [7, 11, 26],

AdaTrace provides up to 3-fold improvement in trace utility. At

the same time, AdaTrace is computationally more efficient, and on

average 1.5x faster than DPT, 8x faster than ngram, and 1000x faster

than SGLT. One of our ongoing research directions is to investigate

the feasibility of extending AdaTrace to handle incremental updates,

to make it compatible with growing and streaming location trace

datasets.
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A SENSITIVITY OF GRID CONSTRUCTION
Recall that we access the trajectory database D while the density-

adaptive grid is being constructed through normalized visit count

queries denoted д, once per cell Ci where i ∈ [1,N 2]. This results

in the query setW = {д(D,C1),д(D,C2), ...,д(D,CN 2 )}.

Also recall the definitions of sensitivity and neighboring databases

from Section 3.2. A neighboring database implies that either D =
D ′ ∪ {T } or D ′ = D ∪ {T }, whereT denotes a single user’s location

trajectory. Without loss of generality we assume D ′ = D ∪ {τ }.
We need to show ∆W = maxD,D′ | |W (D ′) −W (D)| | = 1. The

derivation follows:

| |W (D ′) −W (D)| | =
∑
Ci

(д(D ′,Ci ) − д(D,Ci ))

=
∑
Ci

((
∑
T ∈D

· +
∑

T ∈{τ }

·) −
∑
T ∈D

·)

=
∑
Ci

∑
T ∈{τ }

# of occurrences of Ci in T

|T |

=
∑

T ∈{τ }

∑
Ci

# of occurrences of Ci in T

|T |

=
∑

T ∈{τ }

1

|T |

∑
Ci

(# of occurrences of Ci in T )

=
∑

T ∈{τ }

|T |

|T |
= 1

In the definition of д, we had normalized cell visits via dividing

them by |T |. The intuition behind this can be observed from the

above derivation. Without normalization, the last step reduces to∑
T ∈{τ } |T |. In the general case this quantity cannot be bounded,



leading to unbounded sensitivity ∆W . Previous works facing this

problem resort to: (i) truncation, i.e., keep only the firstTmax points

of trajectories and remove the remaining points (where Tmax is an

input parameter), or (ii) random sampling, i.e., randomly choose

Tmax points from each trajectory and remove the rest [16, 49].

Both approaches yield ∆W = Tmax . However, we argue that

our normalization approach is more appropriate for our density

measurement goal. The problemwith truncating is that by removing

all points afterTmax , we lose significant portions of trajectories that

are much longer than Tmax . This can be circumvented by having a

high Tmax , but doing so increases sensitivity, beating the purpose

of bounding ∆W in the first place. The problem with sampling is

that a sample will randomly throw away many locations that could

significantly contribute to spatial densities. Our approach ensures

that all entries are properly considered in density calculation.

B INTUITION ANDWORKED EXAMPLE FOR
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES

In Section 4.3, we useOrdinary Least Squares (OLS) for post-processing

and optimizing noisy trip counts
ˆh. We intuitively explain the ben-

efit of OLS using the following example.

Let C1 and C2 be two grid cells in the top-level of AdaTrace’s

adaptive grid. LetM1 = 2 andM2 = 3, i.e., in the bottom-level,C1 is

divided into 4 cells (denotedC1,1,C1,2,C1,3,C1,4) andC2 is divided

into 9 cells (denotedC2,1 . . .C2,9). Without noise, we trivially have:

h(C1 { C2) =
∑
4

k=1
∑
9

l=1 h(C1,k { C
2,l ). That is, the total is

consistent, and equals the sum of its parts. For example, observe

the trip counts in Figure 3: h(C1 { C1) = 1 at the top-level (LHS),

and h(C1,1 { C1,3) = 1 at the bottom-level (RHS). However, with

random Laplace noise, consistency is no longer guaranteed, and for

noisy counts we may have:
ˆh(C1 { C2) ,

∑
4

k=1
∑
9

l=1
ˆh(C

1,k {

C
2,l ).

Our goal in using OLS is to re-establish consistency by post-

processing
ˆh and obtaining

ˆh′, which denotes a consistent and

optimized trip count.
ˆh′ values are then used in the definition of

the trip distribution R, in place of
ˆh. We establish consistency by

defining
ˆh′(C1 { C2) as a linear combination of

ˆh(C1 { C2) and∑
4

k=1
∑
9

l=1
ˆh(C

1,k { C
2,l ). A natural first attempt towards linear

combination is averaging:

ˆh′(C1 { C2) =
1

2

ˆh(C1 { C2) +
1

2

4∑
k=1

9∑
l=1

ˆh(C
1,k { C

2,l )

However, observe that the noise variance in this case is Var ( ˆh′) =
1/4Var ( ˆh) + 36(1/4)Var ( ˆh) = 37/4Var ( ˆh), significantly higher than

Var ( ˆh), which means using the original value
ˆh is better than com-

puting
ˆh′. This is caused by two factors. First, averaging does not

take into account the possibly uneven privacy budget assigned

when retrieving top-level counts versus bottom-level counts. (Recall

from Section 4.3 that top-level counts are retrieved with budget θε3,
whereas bottom-level counts are retrieved using budget (1 − θ )ε3.)
Second, averaging does not take into account the difference in the

number of times noise is added to each of the two parts – according

to the properties of variance, the sum of 36 i.i.d. Laplace random

variables has higher variance than 1.

Figure 8: Comparing private and non-private versions of
uniform grids versus our density-aware adaptive grid. Re-
sults are obtained using the Brinkhoff dataset and ε = 1.0.
Grid granularity (x axis) controls the granularity of the uni-
formgrid, e.g., a value of 10means the uniformgrid is 10x10.

The following OLS approach addresses these shortcomings and

calculates
ˆh′ as follows:

ˆh′(C1 { C2) =
36θ2

(1 − θ )2 + 36θ2
· ˆh(C1 { C2)

+
(1 − θ )2

(1 − θ )2 + 36θ2
·

4∑
k=1

9∑
l=1

ˆh(C
1,k { C

2,l )

It can be verified that Var ( ˆh′(C1 { C2)) < Var ( ˆh(C1 { C2)),

which improves accuracy. This computation is bottom-up in nature,

since top-level count is optimized using bottom-level counts. As

a final step, consistency requires that the sum of the bottom-level

counts equals the top-level count. To achieve this, we employ a

top-down approach by distributing the acquired difference δOLS =
ˆh′(C1 { C2) −

∑
4

m=1
∑
9

n=1
ˆh(C1,m { C2,n ) equally among all

bottom-level counts. The resulting post-processed bottom level

counts in our example become:

ˆh′(C
1,k { C

2,l ) = ˆh(C
1,k { C

2,l ) +
δOLS
36

C USEFULNESS OF DENSITY-ADAPTIVE GRID
To illustrate the usefulness of our adaptive grid, we compare it with

a uniform grid with and without privacy constraints. We run an

experiment similar to the spatial query experiment in Section 6

using Dr eal = Brinkhoff. We first find how many times each cell in

Brinkhoff’s grid is visited. Then, we issue random counting queries

of the form:Howmany times was region R visited?, where R typically

spans portions of multiple cells. Queries are answered assuming

locations are uniformly distributed within each cell, e.g., if query

region R contains
1/2 of C1 and

1/3 of C2, and C1 is visited 10 times

and C2 is visited 12 times, the query answer would be computed

as 5 + 4 = 9. We find the relative error in the query answer by

comparing this computed answer with the actual answer (i.e., if

the query was answered using Dr eal ). While the above procedure

is followed for non-private grids, for private grids, an additional

step is taken before the query answers are computed: Appropriate



Laplace noise is added to the visit count of each cell, and queries

are answered using noisy counts instead of actual counts.

We give the results of the above experiment in Figure 8. We

make three observations. First, by analyzing the private and non-

private versions of the uniform grid, we observe the two sources

of error in Ω(D) discretization. When grid granularity is too low,

the dominating error is the coarse granularity. This is confirmed

by the observation that increasing the grid granularity will almost

always decrease error in the non-private case. However, in the

private case, after the grid granularity exceeds 14x14, query error

starts increasing. This is caused by the Laplace noise, which ex-

plains the inverse bell-shaped readings for the private uniform grid.

Second, we observe that the non-private adaptive grid is as good

as a high-granularity uniform grid (e.g., 16x16). The uniform grid

performs better only after its granularity exceeds 19x19. Thus, the

adaptive grid is useful and efficient even when no noise is present.

Third, upon observing that non-private and private versions of the

adaptive grid perform similarly, we can conclude that our process

of building the grid is not too negatively impacted by Laplace noise,

as opposed to the uniform grid where Laplace noise destroys utility

when grid granularity is high.

D ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) The size of sensitive zone Z is positively corre-
lated with error amounts. (b) φ has no observable impact on
aggregate utility, when using the Brinkhoff dataset.
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